
ASAP - Turning The Finance Pyramid

Goal is to turn
the pyramid upside 
down, this would 

require enhanced data 
analytics capabilities,
improved communication 

skills and close liaison
with other functions



By automation we can reallocate time away from clerical duties and focus it on other value-added t

asks.

1. According to this study
by PayStream Advisors, 

automation allows collectors 
to spend 3X more time 
talking with customers 
about payment than those 
who use traditional method

Automation Opportunities

2. World class finance & 
accounts have cost of 
Function  near to .5% of
revenue

3. Surveys report that the le
ading finance functions 
Have  reduced their cost of 
finance by 40% since 1998 



Worldwide High Performer CFO’s – 2 Years Targets



Finance & Accounting Best Practices

1. Automation in Procure to pay
Auto bill passing using OCR or other custom 

tools. Only those invoices need attention 

which have variation more than a fix %

2. Process & System of payment 

schedule 
A defined policy and system of the

same

3. Budgetary Control
Complete budget control should 

Be responsibility of Accounts

4. Cash Application 

Process
Allocate payments to specific 

invoices rather than simply 

crediting the customer account

Apply payments to appropriate 

invoices not just the oldest 

invoices

5. Customer credit determination
Enhanced customer credit control wherein 

parameters  & Formula of determining the 

credit needs to be defined

6. Customer Portal
This will help in reducing time spent on 

frequent interaction, document processing etc

7. Risk Management
Segregation of duty based on SPAM

and SOAP

8. Multi dimensional 

Costing
Automation in some of the cost 

allocations processes

9. Non Financial KPI’s
Non financial KPI’s monitoring 

and control through Accounts

10. Defined set of reporting 
Reports and formats should be fixed. 

Unnecessary time should not be 

spent on multiple sets of reports. 

Proof of why and how it served the 

purpose last time

11. Exception Reporting
Sales exceeding credit, manual discount 

above the limit etc



Alternative - lean accounting

Non-financial KPI’s to drive focus on long term profitability and 

improvements .

•Cost increase of products, aft

er production volume is reduc

ed to align with customer 

demand, due to allocation of 

overhead costs

•Due to decrease of inventory, 

initially profit goes down as this 

inventory reduction effect is 

taken into COGS

1. Units per person
2. Straight pass ( First time through)
3. On Time Shipment
4. Dock to Dock Days
5. DSO
6. Productive/Non Productive capacity


